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1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently research on Information-Centric Networking (ICN 
overviewed in [1]) has flourished, which attempts to shift the 
current host-oriented Internet architecture to information-
oriented. The built-in caching capability in network is a typical 
feature of ICN. In ICN, along the path of the request, the first 
cache having the desired content object responds with its cached 
copy, which we refer to as en-route caching mode. As the works 
in [2] and [3] together show, there is a large gap between the 
practical cache size and the caching capacity needed to cope with 
the vast population of content in the Internet. In [4], a 
cooperative in-network caching scheme is proposed, which could 
achieve collaboration of a cluster of caches with hash-based 
partitioning of content space. However, as the cluster grows, the 
overhead of inter-communication of caches could increase 
significantly. In this paper, we propose a collaborative caching 
scheme, named as CPHR, to maximize the overall hit ratio of an 
ISP network by partitioning content space and hash-routing. 

2. SYSTEM DESIGN 
First we partition the content population in a way that content 
objects originating from the same egress router are assigned in 
the same partition. Subsequently these resulting subsets are 
partitioned evenly by mapping the hash values of content names 
into partition numbers. As a design example, we leverage NDN 
[6] (a.k.a CCN) to illustrate how to extend ICN architectures to 
implement CPHR. To implement CPHR, we extend the FIB 
table with a new column named “Egress Router” as shown in 
Figure 1. This column indicates which egress router Interests 
belonging to a specific prefix are to be sent to before leaving the 
network. Additionally, at each ingress router, there is a corres-
ponding Partition Assignment Table for each egress router. 

As Figure 1 shows, when an Interest (a.k.a request) comes from 
an ingress link, content router F looks up its FIB to find the 
corresponding egress router and PAT. By the hash value of the 
Interest name, content router F can determine the partition the 
Interest belongs to and the assigned cache in PAT. Note that 
CPHR allows Interests to be sent directly to the egress router 
without any caching to avoid extremely large path stretch. Then 
the name of the assigned cache is prefixed to the name of the 
Interest. Besides, two additional attributes are added in the 
Interest. One attribute named “CacheName” indicates the name 
of the assigned cache and the other attribute named “Egress-
Name” indicates the name of the egress router. After that, the 
Interest is forwarded according to the new name. Along the path 
to the assigned cache B, content routers, such as A, do not need 
to look up their CS tables for the Interest. They forward the 
Interest normally according to its name. When the assigned 
cache B receives the Interest, it looks up its CS table to find out 
if it has the corresponding content packet. If so, it responds the 
Interest with its cached copy; otherwise, it replaces its name in 
the Interest name with the value of the EgressName attribute and 
forwards further the Interest. When the egress router D receives 
the Interest, it can tell that it is the egress router of the Interest 
from the EgressName attribute. It deletes its name from the name 
of the Interest and forward the Interest outside the network. The 
CacheName attribute remains in the Interest and will be copied 
into the corresponding content packet. Therefore, along the 
reverse path of the Interest, the content packet can be cached 
only in the assigned cache. 
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Figure 1. A design example of CPHR on NDN. 

Before routing Interests to the corresponding content providers, 
routing them to assigned caches would inevitably result in path 
stretch. For example, in Figure 1, the Interest experience 2-hop 
path stretch. We control this negative impact by constraining the 
worst path stretch during the process of assigning partitions to 
caches. 
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3. CACHE ASSIGNMENT ALGORITHM 
To solve the problem of assigning partitions originating from 
different egress routers to caches, we break it down into subpro-
blems which assign partitions originating from the same egress 
router to caches in order to maximize the overall hit ratio while 
satisfying the constraint of the worst path stretch. These subpro-
blems could be mapped into the MultiCommodity Facility Loca-
tion (MCL) problem which is NP-hard. We propose a heuristic 
algorithm named AssignCache to solve it, by the following two 
means: 1) Assign exclusively a set of caches to a partition; 2) 
Limit the volume of requests which are directly sent to the egress 
router, while trying to find as many cache sets exclusively for 
partitions as possible. The least served ratio (lsr for short) is 
imposed on the cache sets found, which denotes the least request 
proportion of a partition should be served by caches. We first 
calculate the sum of the request proportions from ingress routers 
that a router  can serve for a specific egress router , denoted by , . Here, “can serve” means the path stretch imposed by using 
the router as cache does not exceed the path-stretch constraint. 
Function served_ratio in the following algorithm sums the request 
proportions from ingress routers in served_set. 

Algorithm AssignCache 

for all  in  
calculate ,  

Sort  in  in decreasing order of ,  
selected_routers =∅ 
count = 0 
for all  in  

 current_set =	∅ 
served_set =	∅ 
if  not in selected_routers 

 current_set = current_set ∪  
selected_routers =	selected_routers ∪  
served_set = served_set	 ∪ _  
while _ served_set	   

 selected_routers served_set 
Find a router 	 , which can serve the largest and 

non-zero proportion of requests from ingress 
routers in , If cannot, exit() 

current_set = current_set	 ∪  
selected_routers =	selected_routers	 ∪  
served_set = served_set	 ∪ _  

 count=count+1 
cache_sets[count]=current_set 

 

4. EVALUATION WITH P2P TRAFFIC  
We evaluate CPHR with a trace of P2P traffic which is provided 
by [5]. Basically, the original collected data are the distribution 
information of a large population of file replicas, which is 
attained from two-month passive measurement study of the 
Gnutella file sharing network. Like what the authors in [5] do, we 
assume that all the file replicas observed in an AS were down-
loaded from peers outside the AS sometime in the past. Here, we 
choose the file replicas observed in the network of AT&T. We 
map the IP address of the owner of each file replica into geogra-
phical location by Geo-IP database and choose the nearest PoP as 
its ingress point. As Figure 2 shows, the scattered red points are 
the file replicas (Only 1% of the total 1,026,081 replicas are ran-
domly selected and shown in the figure), and the red bars on PoPs 
are the resulting request number from them. We assume the PoP 
at Los Angeles is connected to the single egress router from 
which all the file replicas originate. The green lines are the links 
of the shortest paths from all the PoPs to the egress point, along 

which the en-route caching mode is effective. We set the worst 
path stretch to 20ms which is roughly equal to the propagation 
latency from Los Angeles to New York, and set lsr to 0.7, which 
means at least 0.7 of the requests of a partition from all the 
ingresses are sent to assigned caches. With Algorithm AssignCa-
che, 11 nodes are found for 11 partitions, which are plotted in 
Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2. Evaluation scenario with a P2P trace of AT&T 

The preliminary result of the trace-driven simulation is presented 
in Figure 3. CPHR can increase the overall byte hit ratio signify-
cantly for both cache replacement policy LRU and LFU. Setting 
cache size to 160G, CPHR can increase the overall byte hit ratio 
by 105.7% with LRU. 
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Figure 3. Overall byte hit ratio vs cache size 
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